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Supplementary Material 

The analysis carried out in the text sought areas in which the BOLD signal was 

significantly related to the window length (which is related to the correlation coefficient, 

r, by an exponential function). Four areas were demonstrated in right and left aSTG, and 

three in PT (see Table 1). The relationship between the BOLD signal and r appears non-

linear in the right hemisphere and linear in the left (see Figure 2). In this section we 

specifically test i) whether the relationship between BOLD and r is better fitted by a 

linear or exponential function in these areas, and ii) the effect of carrying out a linear 

contrast based on r rather than a contrast based on window length. The data show that in 

the right areas the relationship between BOLD and r is generally better fitted by an 

exponential function and in the left areas by a linear function, while a very similar 

network of areas is demonstrated by contrasts based on either r (linear) or window length 

(exponential). 

As described in the Materials and Methods of the main manuscript, the window 

length was mean centred on zero to yield [-2.94,  -2.32,  -1.85,  -0.98,  1.54,  6.55] for the 

contrast of interest. We subsequently performed curve-fitting algorithms on areas in 

higher-order auditory cortex that were revealed by the analysis of the imaging data to test 

whether the relationship between BOLD signal and correlation r better fits a linear versus 

exponential function. The curve-fitting algorithms were part of the Ezyfit Toolbox for 

Matlab (www.fast.u-psud.fr/ezyfit). The linear function was of the form baxxy +=)( , 

where a represents the slope and b the y-intercept; the exponential function was of the 

form caxy bx +=)( , where a is the base, b is the slope and c represents the y-intercept. 

Areas in left aSTG show a better fit for a linear function (no exponential function 

can be fitted to the data) (Figure S1). Conversely, the response in right aSTG is better 

described by exponential functions (Figure S2). 
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Figure S1. Plots of the two local maxima in left aSTG (laSTGi refers to [-50 -6 -14], and laSTGs 
refers to [-54 -6 -2]). The data are plotted in blue along with the linear (green) fitted function and 
its parameters. An exponential function could not be fitted to these data. 

 

 

 

Figure S2. Plots of the two local maxima in right aSTG (raSTGa refers to [56 10 -12], and 
raSTGp refers to [46 4 -18]). The data are plotted in blue along with the linear (green) and 
exponential (red) fitted functions and their parameters. 

 

 

With respect to PT, left PT (lPT) shows a better fit to an exponential function 

(Figure S3); the more medial local maximum in right PT (rPTm) shows a better fit to an 
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exponential function, while no exponential function could be fitted to the more lateral 

local maximum in right PT (rPTl) (Figure S4). 

 

 

Figure S3. Plots of the local maximum in left PT (lPT refers to [-64 -24 8]). The data are plotted 
in blue along with the linear (green) and exponential (red) fitted functions and their parameters. 

 

 

 

Figure S4. Plots of the two local maxima in right PT (rPTm refers to [58 -16 2], and rPTl refers to 
[66 -16 0]). The data are plotted in blue along with the linear (green) and exponential (red) fitted 
functions and their parameters. An exponential function could not be fitted to these data for rPTl. 
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We performed a linear contrast [-2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0.5 1.5 2.5] on the functional 

imaging data to assess whether this form of increasing function showed a different 

network of areas from the contrast based on window length. As can be seen in 

Supplementary Table S1, the coordinates in both PT and aSTG are generally very similar 

and in some cases identical.  

 

Table S1. MNI coordinates of local maxima (FWE, p < 0.05) in PT and aSTG as a function of a 
linear increase (see Table 1 in the main manuscript for comparison). 

   left right  
Contrast Area x y z t-value  x y z t-value 

window increase PT -62 -24 8 9.44  60 -16 0 13.64 

   aSTG -54 -6 -2 9.70  58 10 -12 10.00 
           54 -2 -6 9.30 

 

These data support a different processing of the experimental manipulation in the right 

and left anterior association cortex in the temporal lobe, with a relationship between 

BOLD and r that is most parsimoniously explained on the basis of the time window 

length on the right. The imaging analysis reveals that the location of areas showing an 

increasing BOLD signal as a function of correlation, r, between adjacent time frames (or 

window length within which there is a given degree of correlation) is not sensitive to 

whether a linear of exponential function is specified. Future studies will need to explore 

further such a potential distinction between left and right anterior STG. 


